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Li-ion battery has attracted more and more attention as it is a promising storage device which has long service life, higher energy, and power density. However, battery ageing always occurs during operation and leads to performance degradation and system fault which not only causes inconvenience, but also risks serious consequences such as thermal runaway or even explosion. This paper reviews recent research and development of ageing mechanisms of Li-ion batteries to understand the origins and symptoms of Li-ion battery faults. Common ageing factors are covered with their effects and consequences. Through ageing tests, relationship between performance and ageing factors, as well as cross-dependence among factors can be quantified. Summary of recent research about fault diagnosis technology for Li-ion batteries is concluded with their cons and pros. The suggestions on novel fault diagnosis approach and remaining challenges are provided at the end of this paper.

1. Introduction

These years, Li-ion battery has been commercialized widely for the advantages such as long service life, high energy density, and environmental protection. It is considered as the most promising energy storage device in EV (electrical vehicle) field, which has gradually taken increasing rate in all vehicles sold. Along with the development of EV and Li-ion battery industry, BMS (battery management system) technology made rapid progress [1]. Basic BMS should provide the following functions [2]: (1) data acquisition, (2) SOC (state of charge), SOH (state of health) and SOF (state of health) estimation, (3) charge control, (4) equalization, and (5) thermal management. All these techniques were reported and reviewed frequently during the last twenty years [3, 4]. However little attention has been paid to fault diagnosis technology for Li-ion batteries until several issues and accidents related to batteries occurred during recent years: batteries of laptops from Panasonic, Dell, and Sony were successively recalled for fire hazards; Tesla Model S EV had 5 fire accidents in last 6 months totally related to batteries; BYD electrical taxi caught a fire during charging process. All these events brought the safety issue of Li-ion batteries to public concern.

Although Li-ion batteries are known as long-service devices, their lives depend greatly on environmental condition and operation mode. Conditions such as elevated temperature and overcharging/overdischarging will shorten service life, so it is necessary for users to understand the ageing mechanism and detect faults before terrible accidents occur.

Faults of Li-ion batteries usually come from ageing process or abuse operation. Usually, the concept SOH is used for description of current status of health or remaining life [5]. However, it is not sufficient to describe one cell with only one variable, especially for diagnosis system. More information should be provided such as operation history and real-time variation to foresee further performance, and this is important for echelon use of Li-ion batteries [6, 7].

Fault diagnosis technology has been developed and applied in industrial applications in recent years with advanced models, algorithms and ideas. However, different from mechanical or pure electrical system, Li-ion battery is much more complex due to its electrochemical property. Hysteresis and inconsistency among cells make it even harder to directly extract the fault symptoms. Therefore fault diagnosis for Li-ion batteries requires completely understanding
Battery ageing, usually in form of capacity fade and resistance growth, perhaps as well as available power fade, is one of the most challenging issues for system safety. Life predication and fault diagnosis technologies require a good understanding of this process [8–10]. The main ageing causes for Li-ion batteries are decomposition of SEI (Solid Electrolyte Interphase), deposition at anode [11, 12], metal dissolution from anode [13, 14], loss of active material [15] and lithium plating [16]. Since the degradation mechanisms from the positive and negative electrodes may be different, we will discuss the mechanism in view of electrode degradation.

2.1. Ageing at Anode. In this paper, only the most popular anode material graphite is discussed. Many researchers regarded the electrochemical changes at the electrode/electrolyte as the main cause for anode ageing [17, 18]. Decomposition products, which are caused by reductive electrolyte decomposition at the electrode/electrolyte interface, build up the so called “SEI” that covers the electrode's surface during the first few cycles. SEI is stable and has a rather slowly ageing process unless the battery operates at improper conditions such as elevated temperature or heavy cycles. High temperature accelerates SEI breakdown or dissolution and results in an increased degradation rate [19]. In case of overcharge or high SOC storage, gas from graphite exfoliation induces crack of SEI and loss of active area [20], while low temperature may lower lithium ion diffusion. In this case, SEI is covered by lithium plating and safety issue may occur due to metallic lithium plating and lithium dendrite growth. Other origins of anode ageing such as changes of active material, changes of composite electrode, and contact loss [21] will not be discussed in detail here. The factors of battery ageing occurring at anode and their main effects are summarized in Figure 1. Notice that these factors are not isolated and the relationships cannot be discussed separately. For example, both high-rate discharge and low temperature may limit ion diffusion while both high temperature and overcharge perform an additive energy directly into batteries. This content will be discussed in Section 3 with corresponding test procedure and quantitative research.

2.2. Ageing at Cathode. Bourlot et al. reported that there was no evident change of the cathode morphology, for all levels of battery utilization. The author quantified the ratio of active Li/metal at anode and active lithium in
wt% at cathode. For aged batteries, more active lithium at cathode was observed with low-rate discharge to 0.5 V compared with fresh batteries. The author attributed this to limitation of anode, which was the main effect of ageing mechanism [22]. Although the changes at cathode seem to have less influence on battery ageing than those at anode [23], the influence indeed exists. SEI also forms at the interface [24], and it experiences the same process of growing, ageing, and decomposition. The ageing originates from SEI decomposition, changes of composite electrode and chemical decomposition, and dissolution reaction and differs according to the composition of cathode as well. The most popular chemistries in current production are LiCoO$_2$, LiMn$_2$O$_4$, and LiFePO$_4$. These cathode materials have their advantages and disadvantages. For example, LiFePO$_4$ is attractive because of its high stability, low cost, and high compatibility with environment. Major disadvantages lie on its low electrical conductivities and slow diffusion rates of Li-ions. Conductive additives may be an available approach to overcome their own drawbacks. Carbon nanotube has been proven to be the most effective one in improving the electrochemical performance and guaranteeing the safety of the composite cathode.

3. Ageing Test and Analysis

In previous section, we attributed battery ageing to external factors such as improper temperature, overcharge/overdischarge, high voltage storage, and even the load profile. Efforts have been made to characterize the relationship between them. However, all these factors affect battery in different manner. Moreover, cross-dependence among factors makes it more difficult to quantify the ageing behavior. Thus, environmental factors and their consequences were deeply studied. Following subsections give a brief review for the ageing tests and relationship between the factors and performance of aged batteries.

3.1. Performance during Cycle and Storage. Many researches on normal operation for Li-ion batteries were reported to understand the performance degradation during cycling and storage [25], Bloom et al. [26] tried to find the mathematical relationship between external conditions and performance degradation, in form of power fade and ASI (area specific impedance) increase. The author changed temperature and SOC during calendar tests while temperature and ΔSOC during cycle tests. All test data were fit into the equation, trying to build a life predication model:

$$Q = A \exp \left(\frac{-E_z}{RT}\right) t^z,$$

where

$$Q$$ is the evaluated parameter, ASI or power.

In calendar test the fitted $z$ stayed around 1/2 (varying from 0.46–0.61), following Arrhenius kinetics [27] so the ageing was considered due to SEI layer growth. However, during high SOC cycle ($\Delta$SOC = 6%), $z$ dropped to 1/10, which indicated that more complex reaction occurred. Service lives of Li-ion batteries in different conditions were predicated with the fitted equation.

3.2. Performance at Extreme Environment

3.2.1. Overcharge. More researches were carried out to evaluate one single factor, especially the extreme condition, on ageing. Because external energy is directly added into batteries, overcharge is considered as one of the most serious problems resulting in thermal runaway. Author in [28, 29] constructed “soft” overcharge strategy for a detailed study on overcharge. Irreversible changes could be observed at 150% overcharge and distraction of anode and cathode at 200% overdischarge, both of which induce irreversible loss of active material. Through examining the surface of recovered separator, author believed thermal runaway caused by overdischarge might result from microshorting initiated by growth penetrating through separator and accelerated side reactions at anode.

3.2.2. Overdischarge. Overdischarge barely induces thermal runaway directly. However, overdischarged cells experience irreversible capacity loss and changes of thermal stability, which may impact tolerance to abuse condition and increase the potential of safety issues. In order to verify the explanation in [30] about overdischarge, a series of overdischarge tests at 0.0–2.0 V were carried out in [31]. Irreversible capacity loss was observed differently according to its discharge cutoff voltage, and overdischarged cells represented an accelerated ageing trend under normal cycles. Furthermore, overdischarge to 0 V made an even worse condition where the behavior became unpredictable. After examining the separator, copper was found at the anode side, which indicated the possible cause of copper dissolution from collector.

3.2.3. Abnormal Temperature. Although Arrhenius theory is usually used for description of ageing, especially the effect of temperature, it may not be appropriate for all range of temperatures. Wide-ranged temperature tests show that the predominant ageing mechanism at low temperature is plating of metallic lithium at the anodes due to the slow ion diffusion, which is deduced from the measurement of negative polarization versus Li/Li$^+$ with reference electrode. In this case, delivered energy and efficiency are lower, considering 60% at −20°C compared with nearly 100% at room temperature [32], and it is difficult to charge a normal battery under −25°C. On the contrary, high temperature accelerated degradation of cathode and SEI growth at anode, resulting in the capacity fade. The degradation of performance usually exhibits two different slopes with inflexion at about 25°C. Ramadass et al. [33] gave the full representation and explanation of performance for Li-ion batteries at 25°C, 45°C, 50°C, and 55°C, whose results are listed in Table 1. From the table, the capacity loss is higher when battery suffers higher temperature. After 800 cycles, the cells at 25°C and 45°C lost about 31% and 36% of their initial capacity, while cell at 50°C lost more than 60% capacity after 600 cycles and cell at 55°C lost 70% after 500 cycles. The author attributed the loss to ohmic loss, secondary active material loss, and primary active material loss and quantified their contributions, respectively.

Even higher temperature (above 65°C) cycle was tested. Capacity loss of 22% during 29 cycles was observed, which
was attributed to positive electrode bind and composition changes in SEI [34].

3.2.4. High-Rate Cycling. Charging/discharging rate is an important factor especially for power applications. High-rate discharge usually means short period for Li-ion transfer. In this case ions are not fully deintercalated which results in capacity loss and lithium dendrite. Moreover, high rate current forms higher power consumption across the same internal resistor and accelerates the internal temperature increase. Side reactions will be enhanced so that loss of active material will result in battery degradation. So there is always a capacity fade and accelerated ageing when suffering high-rate discharge. The capacity fade at different rate was quantified in [35, 36] and deep researches were carried out to understand the relationship between current profiles and internal behaviors. In [37], different charging protocol was proposed to achieve a fast charging strategy with minimized degradation cost. Same approach was applied to discharging case, which showed that the driving mode had great influence on battery life [38, 39].

The high-rate related problem may be relieved through advanced nanotechnology. Carbon nanotube, as a unique 1D additive material for Li-ion batteries, not only increases contact area with electrolyte, but also reduces the transport path for ions and improves the insertion/removal rate. In this case, capacity loss originating from high-rate cycling is reduced.

3.2.5. Interactions. More and more researches have been focused on interactions among different ageing factors, because in real application, for example, EV or HEV, all these factors mentioned above always occur simultaneously. The temperature varies with climate and thermal management; load profile lies on the driving mode [40], and voltages of individual cells depend on the balancing protocol. Complex situation accelerates the performance degradation and makes the diagnosis ever harder. Li [41] took into account the following factors: ambient temperature, discharge rate, discharge cut-off voltage, charge rate, and charge cut-off voltage for battery ageing and tried to verify the coupling between these factors. However, the result seemed not satisfactory. The author in [42] also committed to find the coupling of cycling rate and low temperature. Moreover, he suggested that aged Li-ion batteries could only be deployable in second-life applications only if their ageing history was known and appropriate tests were necessary. All these facts invoke further efforts on research about the ageing mechanism and relationship between performance degradation and related factors.

### Table 1: Capacity loss at different temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>25°C</th>
<th>45°C</th>
<th>50°C</th>
<th>55°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150 cyc</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 cyc</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 cyc</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>1074 (600)</td>
<td>1255 (490)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Fault Diagnosis Methods for Li-Ion Batteries

When a fault occurs, some variables in this system (direct or indirect) represent different behaviors from the ordinary case. Diagnosis system extracts the fault information from the difference and deals with the fault in time. Fault diagnosis is a critical topic which has been widely applied in mechanical, aerostatic, electrical, and military fields [43]. Main processes for fault diagnosis consist of fault feature extraction, fault isolation, and estimation as well as fault evaluation and decision. According to the principle of diagnosis methods, they can be classified as model based method and nonmodel based method. Classification of diagnosis technology can be found in Figure 2 [44].

4.1. Model Based Method. Through the difference between prior information from model and measured information from diagnosed object, residual signal is obtained and processed for fault information. This is the main principle of model based method which can be divided into state estimation and parameter estimation. There are essentially four types of common models: mathematical models, electrochemical models, equivalent circuit models, and experimental models. Each model has its own emphasis, for example, mathematical models are based on stochastic approaches or empirical equations; electrochemical models characterize internal kinetics and thermal behaviors while equivalent circuit models represent external response. Here we focus on equivalent circuit model for its clear physical meaning of parameters and less computation taken. One of the most common models is displayed in Figure 3, where $R_q$: Electrolyte Resistance, $C_{dl}$: Double Layer Capacity, $R_i$: Charge Transfer Resistance, and $Z_W$: Warburg Impedance. These parameters change according to the state of the cell and can be good indicators for battery ageing [45].

Author in [46] simplified Randles equivalent circuit model of Li-ion batteries and extracted interested parameters through impedance spectrum. After overcharge and discharge cycling tests, the effects of cycles on the parameters were summarized to form rule base and update proposed model. Finally fuzzy logic was applied to diagnose the overcharge and overdischarge fault during battery operation. The similar idea appeared in [47]. The author also performed a series of overcharge and overdischarge cycles and constructed models for normal operation and fault operation with Kalman filter. MMAE (multiple model adaptive estimation) was adopted for comparison of results from each model with actual result. Fault information was given in form of possibility. More fault modes can be solved through model based method if the fault pattern is known, for example, in [48], author tried to locate contact resistor fault.

4.2. Nonmodel Based Method

4.2.1. Signal Processing Based Method. The simplest idea of signal processing based method sets a threshold, if the target signal or its changing rate exceeds the threshold, a fault will be located. The work of [49] sets the upper and lower thresholds
directly with the average value and average standard error. Individual parameters were monitored in real time to see if their values fell into permitted range.

However direct diagnosis method may be not suitable for complicated target whose fault symptom cannot be easily accessed. In this case the fault may be related to the amplitude, phase, frequency, or correlation of output signals. For instance, power spectrum will be affected by localized corrosion of rotating bearing. In this case analysis such as spectrum analysis, ARMA (autoregressive moving average), wavelet transform, and PDF (possibility distribution function) are the better ways to extract fault symptoms.

EIS (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy) is a powerful tool for battery analysis, and it provides abundant electrochemical information about different aging mechanism. However, it requires special equipment such as electrochemical station which limits its online applications. The author in [50] proposed an online impedance spectroscopy method of fault diagnosis for Li-ion batteries. Through applying a slight signal during charging and discharging cycles, frequency spectrum of current and voltage were obtained through DFT, with which impedance spectroscopy of target battery was calculated without any professional equipment or off-line requirement.

Wavelet transform has been widely applied in fault diagnosis for mechanical and electrical system, but barely adopted for that of Li-ion batteries. In [51], the author selected dB3 and scale 5 as wavelet function, and took the 5th level of approximation and detail as indicators of battery degradation. Wavelet process could be treated as signal decomposition through low-pass and high-pass filters so that the detailed information of operation profile at different frequency range were achieved. Finally a novel definition of SOH was given. The principle of wavelet transform is shown in Figure 5.

Other powerful signal processing tools such as impulse response [52], PDF [53], sliding mode observer [54] and support vector machine and relevance vector machine [55, 56] were applied in fault diagnosis for Li-ion batteries and made certain progress.

4.2.2. Knowledge Based Method. Knowledge based method has been developing rapidly these years and achieved great success in fault diagnosis with progress in artificial intelligence and expert system. By means of established historical database or expert experience, knowledge based method overcomes the dependence on accurate model and the requirement for huge computations. According to its diagnosis principle, it can be classified as follows:

(a) expert system;
(b) fuzzy logic;
(c) fault tree analysis;
(d) ANN (artificial neural network);
(e) information fusion technology.

As declared above, expert system induces the expert experience and heuristic knowledge to solve certain kind of problem. Usually it consists of knowledge base and inference engine as well as knowledge acquisition module and interpretation interface. In fault diagnosis expert system, fault feather of battery was analyzed according to huge amount of data, committed to construct an open knowledge database which connected the fault with symptoms [57]. After an intelligent and independent inference engine was constructed, the system showed effectiveness on battery fault
diagnosis. Another expert system was also implemented in [58], unlike [57] the author applied the fuzzy logic and chose proper membership function to define the symptoms and faults, as well as a fuzzy relationship matrix to connect both domains. Rule database was achieved through experience, and fault membership could be calculated which determined the health status in form of DOF (degree of failure). Similar expert system could be seen also in [59] with diagnosis object of Li-ion batteries.

Not only the faults of batteries but also the faults from the whole battery management system attract researchers’ attention. The accuracy of fault diagnosis system depends on the data acquisition element, so it’s necessary for BMS to determine if the received data is reliable. Hu et al. [60] focused on temperature sensor failure during operation. The author adopted residual sensor and data fusion technology, and selected the optimal input to guarantee the system free from temperature sensor failure. Same technique may be available for voltage and current acquisition.

4.2.3. Comparison of Diagnosis System. All these introduced diagnosis methods for Li-ion batteries have made certain progress to improve the safety problem, but they still have limitations in real application, respectively. Model based method achieves a perfect performance towards linear system diagnosis, but diagnosis for nonlinear system remains a key problem in research field. Li-ion batteries, as a fully nonlinear electrochemical system, may not be solved with linear approach, so nonlinear theory, adaptive observer, and qualitative methods such as EKF (extended Kalman filter) have been adopted to improve the performance of model based method for quasinonlinear system. Besides, compromise between robustness and sensitivity of diagnosis system is another issue to be considered [61].

Signal processing based method avoids the difficulty in system modeling, which is simpler and has better dynamic performance. However, it has some difficulties on dealing with the early faults and fault location. Calculation requirement depends greatly on applied technology, but is always larger compared with model based method.

Knowledge based method suits well in case of complicated and nonlinear system. It takes experience and knowledge into consideration, which is a promising diagnosis method due to its artificial intelligence. On the contrary, training process or rule establishment is time consuming and has great influence on diagnosis accuracy. So there is still a long road ahead before its real application.

4.2.4. Module Diagnosis. Batteries need to be assembled into packs to provide enough capacity or power for consumer electronics and EV, so fault diagnosis towards module should be more meaningful [62–64]. However, due to the complexity of battery electrochemical characteristic and inhomogeneity among individual cells, researches on module diagnosis have been reported only in recent few years and are still developing. After a bridge between individual cells and battery pack was constructed, [65] constructed the model for individual cell and three cells were connected in series to form a string. Parameter estimation of the “small module” was carried out in form of matrix.

System integration of battery pack is an important issue for system safety. Cells as well as contact condition and other assembly, will influence the system performance simultaneously. This problem was introduced in [66]. After acceleration test and continuous discharging test, the fault of individual cell occurred. The author not only provided a way to identify faulty cell in battery module, but also demonstrated the imbalances phenomena resulting from unequal current path in highly paralleled strips due to contact resistance. He suggested that careful module design and balancing strategy are necessary.

In this section, we demonstrate cons and pros of the common used diagnosis methods for Li-ion batteries and the difficulties for module diagnosis, with expectation for an accurate and practical diagnosis system in real applications. As we all know, Li-ion batteries are a complex electrochemical system which may not be sufficiently characterized by equivalent circuit model. And hardware limitation may not be adequate for huge computation or entire database storage. A hybrid approach may be the best solution if we merge the ideas together.

5. Conclusion

Faults of Li-ion batteries usually result from ageing process or abuse operation in form of internal impedance increment, power fade and capacity degradation [67]. This paper reviewed the battery ageing mechanisms with the purpose to connect external fault symptom with internal electrochemical property of Li-ion batteries. Main ageing factors such as overcharge/overdischarge, elevated temperature were analyzed to explain their relationship with ageing process and performance of Li-ion batteries. With good understanding of the fault origins and their symptoms summarized, fault diagnosis system could be realized.

Model based and non-model based approaches in fault diagnosis technology have been introduced, with their cons and pros. Model based can perform perfect diagnosis if the system model is known, especially the system is linear. When the system is complex and nonlinear, signal processing may be necessary to extract fault symptoms from real-time data with cost of huge computation. Knowledge based method can also be considered if historical database or expert system has been established. However, this establishment process may be time consuming. A hybrid approach may be wise to gain all the advantages of the method above. For example, equivalent circuit model is used for explanation of ageing process, whose ageing parameters are extracted through signal processing methods [68]. With reference of data from database and inference from expert system, ageing and fault diagnosis will be achieved (see Figure 4).

Therefore, safety issue for Li-ion batteries system is still a challenge due to the complexity of battery system. It requires further researches on (1) deep understanding of ageing mechanism and estimation method; (2) advanced manufacture technology for Li-ion batteries such as nanotubes and
nanowalls to improve performance; and (3) accurate and reliable fault diagnosis approach merging the advantages of the method mentioned above.

**Additional Points**

A review of ageing mechanism of Li-ion batteries and diagnosis method for it is provided, covering the classic and newest researches in this field. The diagnosis methods are compared for establishment of a novel approach. The challenges for battery diagnosis are discussed.
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